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Bosch 2000 Series 
Control Panels

Easily Control Your Security
Convenient, intelligent security. The Bosch 2000 Series 
Control Panels deliver the utmost in convenience and 
intelligence, backed by unparalleled reliability.

These systems collect information from door, window, 
motion and other sensors and communicate unusual 
occurrences to a monitoring station.

The 2000 Series offers unique and practical security 
features, many of which are one-button operations — 
they couldn’t be simpler to use!

Want to Step Outside?
Go ahead. Our “Step Outside” feature allows you to 
temporarily turn off a door’s protective status by 
touching the Clear button without turning off the rest 
of the system. When you’ve closed the door, press 
Clear once more and the door is secured again.



The Savings & Convenience of a Wireless System
The 2000 Series is capable of supporting wireless 
motion detectors, contacts and keyfobs. You’ll save on 
installation by eliminating the need to run wiring to 
each device. A wireless keyfob allows you to turn your 
system on or off from outside the protected premises, 
providing greater convenience as well as security. 
Turning your system on or off, sending a panic report, 
opening a door, or turning on a light is as easy as 
pressing a button. Wireless options give you increased 
flexibility to create a system that exactly fits your 
needs.

Look for Factory-Trained Dealers
Our dealers are trained and certified. Only technicians 
who pass strict tests on our products are issued 
certificates that authorize them to install our 
equipment.

Saving You Money with Simplicity
The 2000 Series’ text keypads have built-in help to 
guide you when using your system. The ease of these 
keypads makes costly, user-error false alarms a thing of 
the past. LED keypads are also available for cost-
effective system control.

Passcodes Keep You In Control 
The 2000 Series panels allow you to issue one-time 
passcodes for a single-entry visitor such as a 
maintenance worker or other service personnel. You 
also have up to eight different passcodes available for 
regular employees or frequent guests. With the 2000 
Series panels, you choose the security that’s right for you. 

For more information about the 2000 Series 
commercial security systems, contact your local Bosch 
dealer today.

D222A/D223A 
Text Command Center 
(shown with optional flush-
mount stainless steel 
faceplate). Available in 
white and off-white.

D220A 
LED Command Center 
(shown with optional flush-
mount brass faceplate)

D202A 
LED Command Center 

Brass faceplate Stainless steel 
faceplate

White enclosure Off-white 
enclosure

Desk Stand
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Tradition of quality and innovation
 
For over 100 years, the Bosch  
name has stood for quality and 
reliability. Bosch Security Systems 
proudly offers a wide range of fire, 
intrusion, CCTV, management  
and communication systems and 
components to help you find the 
solution for any application. We  
are the global supplier of choice  
for innovative technology backed  
by the highest level of service and 
support. When you need solutions 
you can rely on, choose Bosch.


